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WHAT DETERMINES TRUST?
HUMAN CAPITAL VS. SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS:
EVIDENCE FROM MANILA AND MOSCOW

It is now well established that highly developed countries tend to score well on measures of
social capital and have higher levels of generalized trust. In turn, the willingness to trust has
been shown to be correlated with various social and environmental factors (e.g. institutions,
culture) on one hand, and accumulated human capital on the other. To what extent is an
individual’s trust driven by contemporaneous institutions and environmental conditions and to
what extent is it determined by the individual’s human capital? We collect data from students in
Moscow and Manila and use the variation in their height and gender to instrument for measures
of their human capital to identify the causal effect of the latter on trust. We find that human
capital positively affects the propensity to trust, and its contribution appears larger than the
combined effect of other omitted variables including, plausibly, social and environmental
factors.
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INTRODUCTION
Trust is important for investigating policy relevant issues such as the capacity of groups
of individuals to spontaneously solve cooperation problems, coordinate in the provision of public
goods, or to decide whether to comply with social norms or break existing laws. However, the
determinants of trust remain unclear. Does the quality of institutions or other social conditions
lead to more trust, or is it that the general tendency to trust leads to good institutions? Farrell and
Knight (2003) say flatly that “the sources of trust remain unclear (p. 537)” and emphasize that
there is not yet a good microlevel theory of the links between trust, social capital, institutions,
and cooperation. Classic papers (e.g. Zak and Knack, 2001) that have focused on the
macroeconomic links between measures of trust and outcome variables such as economic growth
show that levels of trust strongly vary depending on the social, economic, and institutional
environments. Zak and Keefer (1997) also show that measures of trust and civic norms correlate
well with growth and institutions without themselves testing for the different ways that
institutions might feedback to trust.
An important compounding factor may be the role of human capital on generating trust.
Recent literature shows that the tendency to be more trusting, whether as measured by opinion
surveys or in economics experiments or field trials, is strongly linked to measures of human
capital. For instance, Putterman et al. (2010) find that students at Brown with higher cognitive
ability tended to give more in public goods games. More generally, Jones (2008) surveyed
existing experimental work and shows that students at schools with high-SAT scores are more
likely to cooperate in repeated prisoner’s dilemma games than those from lower average SAT
schools (see also Al-Ubaydlii, Jones and Weil 2011a, 2011b). This is also consistent with a
broader literature showing correlations between countries that score well on measures of social
capital and average indicators of human capital such as schooling or average IQ (e.g. Zak and
Knack, 2001, Jones and Schneider, 2006)
In identifying the causal effect of human capital on trust, the important issue that arises is
the extent to which the trust and cognitive ability correlation is driven by social and
environmental effects. That is, do people in environments conducive to doing well on tests or in
school tend to trust more because they are in environments where good behavior is rewarded?
Note that Putterman et al. also shows that students with higher IQ (i.e. those who scored better
on a short intelligence test) are also more likely to vote for efficient sanctions on defectors.
Jones and Nye (2012) modify the finding of Fisman and Miguel (2007) that New York City
diplomats from more corrupt countries tend to have more unpaid parking tickets (i.e. more likely
to defect and, hence, have lower levels of trust) by obtaining data on the national IQ of the
diplomats’ home countries. They then find that both corruption and national IQ are significant
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predictors of trust, but the effects diminish after 2002 when the law was strictly enforced on
diplomats. Such studies suggest that trust, cognitive ability and the institutional environment
interact.
To separate out the effects of institutions and other social and environmental factors on
an individual’s propensity to trust, we use biological markers – height and gender- as
instruments for human capital (as measured by test scores and academic grades). Arguably, these
are valid instruments since, as Rothstein (2005) asserts, “…social trust and social intelligence are
not genetic or otherwise biologically determined.” Meanwhile height and gender are plausibly
correlated with human capital through, for instance, prenatal and early childhood nutrition and
its interaction with hormones which affect both height and human capital development. (See,
e.g., Nye et al. 2012 which shows that prenatal testosterone is linked with gender-differentiated
academic outcomes).
Applying such instrumental-variable analysis to survey data drawn from two groups of
students in Moscow and Manila – two samples with very different ethnic and national
compositions, we consistently find that students with higher test scores and grades are more
likely to say that they feel that “most people can be trusted”. Furthermore, the estimated effect
of scores and grades are lower when simple OLS regressions are conducted, that is, when the
endogeneity of scores and grades to contemporaneous institutional, social and environmental
factors is ignored. This suggests that the causal effect of human capital on trust may be larger
than the combined effect of other factors, including institutions.
The next section proposes a model to explain how observed trust is affected by human
capital (and other factors), while section 3 describes the data to test the model’s hypothesis.
Section 4 provides and analyzes the results and Section 5 concludes.

THE MODEL
To identify the causal effect of an individual

human capital on her propensity to trust, we

adopt the following probit model with an endogenous explanatory variable:6
( )
( )
( )

where
6
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is a latent variable describing some unobservable level of trust of an individual, which

See Wooldridge (2002) for an exposition.
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is expressed as an observable binary measure
individual is trusting, i.e

of being trusting or not. Specifically, the

if the inner threshold

is met. Trust is affected by a host

of factors, one of which we assume to be the individual’s human capital, which is denoted by
. Let (

) have a zero mean, bivariate normal distribution and be independent of

(instruments) . Thus, equation (b) is the reduced form for

, which is endogenous if

and

are correlated, and (a) and (c) describe the structural equation.
One reason for why

and

may be correlated and

endogenous is the possible feedback

effect of trust to human capital, since one’s social capital can also affect her human capital.7
(See, e.g., Coleman 1998.) More importantly, both human capital and trust can simultaneously
interact with some social and environmental factors, including institutions. For instance, rules
and norms that encourage openness can affect the formation of one’s social networks, which
interacts with her trust to determine her social capital, and at the same time can enable greater
human capital accumulation which, in turn, can also affect her social networks. 8 Thus, the
instruments

are deemed exogenous particularly to these institutions that simultaneously

interact with both human capital and trust, such that (
Note that

) is independent of .

may be endogenous to other factors that affect human capital, even including some

institutions. However, as long as these factors are not the same as those that affect one’s trust,
then the independence of (

) on

is maintained. In other words,

restriction, i.e. they are irrelevant in (a), and are valid instruments for

still satisfy the exclusion
. On the other hand,

they have to be relevant in (b), and sufficiently so, to be considered strong instruments.
Given these requirements, we use one’s biological markers, specifically height and gender, to
construct instrumental variables . Height and gender are likely correlated with human capital
since early nutrition influences both height and human capital accumulation, while study habits
and conscientiousness in studying may be gender-differentiated. For height and gender to be
valid instruments, the maintained assumption is that trust is not genetically or biologically
determined. Indeed, to our knowledge there are yet no studies that credibly show that genes and
biological traits directly affect trust. Note, however, that our model does not rule out any
statistical association between height and/or gender and trust, in fact they will be related through
human capital. What we do maintain, however, is that such biological traits do not have a direct
influence on trust, but only indirectly through their effect on human capital, and thereby satisfy
the exclusion restriction.
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As Glaeser et al. note, social capital is usually measured using survey questions about trust.
That is, the likely content of and are interactions of one’s trust, human capital and the social/environmental conditions she
faces, such that the latter do not enter additively in the error terms. Thus, even if these conditions were constant for all
individuals, the omitted variables (i.e. interaction terms) are still varying at the individual level and cannot be lumped into
and/or .
8
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While one may argue that individuals of a particular gender or height may be more trusting, this
may still not be intrinsic but only a result of the interaction with social and environmental
conditions. Certain conditions may be more favorable to individuals who are endowed with
certain types of biological characteristics, which encourage these individuals to be more trusting.
But note that human capital itself may be influenced by, and thus embody, these conditions, and
so the effect of biological traits on trust is still through human capital. The model does not rule
this out. However, the crucial question is whether these social and environmental conditions that
affect human capital and biological traits also affect trust directly. This can happen if the
relevant conditions that affect one’s human capital and biological traits (i.e. those in error
the same conditions that affect one’s trust (i.e. those in error
not, then the independence of (

) on

) are

), or at least related to them. If

can still be maintained. Figure 1 below summarizes

the relationships between variables:
Figure 1: Are biological traits valid instruments for human capital?

Trust

Social/environmental
conditions in

Human Capital
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Biological traits may be invalid instruments for human capital if social/environmental conditions
in

and in

are the same or are related.
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We contend that height and gender are valid instruments. Gender is clearly exogenous in that it
is likely to be pre-determined, that is, no social/environmental conditions can systematically
select gender upon birth, and one’s human capital cannot feed back on to her gender. Neither can
there be feedback from human capital to height. However, height may be endogenous to some
social/environmental conditions. However, the conditions that are related to height are likely to
be different from those that affect trust – height, for instance, may be affected by conditions that
affect nutrition. Moreover, interventions such as nutrition affect height most significantly in
early childhood (with the exception of adverse traumatic shocks later in life). Assuming trust is
measured in adulthood, the current conditions affecting trust are likely to be different from those
that have affected height.
Thus, height and gender instruments are useful in that, unlike human capital, they are exogenous
to the current social/environmental conditions, e.g. institutions, that affect trust. Using such
instruments nets out the effect of these institutions, enabling us to attribute the variation in trust
to just the individual’s human capital, that is, without the latter’s possible interaction with the
institutions she currently faces.
The model is estimated in STATA both as a two-step IV probit procedure and by maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE), using the data described in the next section.

DATA
Our data are largely based on the written responses of over 100 students at the University of the
Philippines School of Economics (UPSE) in Manila and over 900 students at the Higher School
of Economics (HSE) in Moscow who volunteered to answer a questionnaire anonymously,
providing only their student numbers as identification.9
In Manila, respondents were asked to choose whether they feel that “most people can be trusted”
or whether they feel that “you can’t be too careful dealing with people”. From this we
constructed a binary variable ‘trust1’, where trust1=1 corresponds to “most people can be
trusted” and trust1=0 for “you can’t be too careful dealing with people”. They were also asked to
provide their gender and their height in centimeters. In addition, we obtained from the Office of
the University Registrar the scores in the UP College Admission Test (UPCAT) of the student
numbers in our sample. As proxies for human capital, we thus use data on the total UPCAT
score, the scores of the Mathematics component of the UPCAT, and the Science component.
Each of these scores is further expressed as raw scores, formula scores, z-scores, t-scores, and
9

Both the Manila and Moscow samples are likely to be random. In UPSE, the survey was done during registration week for the
school year 2011-12, while students were waiting for their turn in the registration process. In HSE, a large class was asked to
remain after the lecture to complete the survey. Surveys are routinely done by HSE, and usually students choose to remain if they
have the time.
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percentile rank. The raw score is the number of correct answers; the formula score is the number
of correct answers minus ¼ the number of wrong answers; the z- and t-scores are the
standardized scores based on the normal curve – z-score=(formula score – mean)/standard
deviation, while t-score=(z-score*10)+50.
In Moscow, respondents were asked to rate their level of trust from 1 to 5, with 1 corresponding
to “should be very careful” in dealing with people and 5 corresponding to “people can be
trusted”. The trust data, therefore, is originally an ordered response variable ‘trust rank’ where 1
indicates that the respondent is least trusting while 5 indicates she is most trusting. However, to
be more comparable with the Manila data, we construct a binary variable, ‘trustbin’ by getting
the sample average of ‘trust rank’ and assigning trustbin=1 if the respondent's ‘trust rank’ rating
is greater than this average and zero otherwise. Thus, relative to others in the sample, the
respondents for which trustbin=1 are more trusting, while those for which trustbin=0 are less
trusting. We also construct different variants of the binary trust variable: ‘trust1’ which is equal
to 1 if ‘trust rank’ is equal to 5; ‘trust2’ which is equal to 1 if ‘trust rank’ is equal to 4 or 5;
‘trust3’ which is equal to 1 if ‘trust rank’ is equal to 3, 4, or 5; and ‘trust4’ which is equal to 1 if
‘trust rank’ is equal to 2, 3, 4, or 5. Thus, compared to all binary trust variants, the ‘trust1’
variant is the strictest measure for trust in the sense that it treats the respondent as trusting only if
she has given a highest rating of 5.
The Moscow respondents were also asked to give their height and gender, and their grade point
averages in a 10-point scale (gpa_10), which we use as measure for human capital.
Table 1 presents summary statistics for the various trust variables, the human capital measures,
and the instruments. We use data on gender and height to construct instruments for human
capital. First of all, in both samples, the human capital measures significantly differ between
males and females. Table 2 shows that in Manila, the differences in the means of the UPCAT,
Mathematics and Science scores are statistically significant between genders, while in Moscow,
the differences in the means of gpa_10 between genders is significant.
Mean heights are also significantly different across genders for both Manila and Moscow, which
implies that any relationship between height and scores may likely need to be qualified by
gender. Thus, we can use as instrument the interaction between height and gender. Note,
however, that in Moscow, females have higher scores on average, while in Manila, males have
higher scores. Thus, to be suitably comparable across samples, we interact the height variable
with a female dummy variable for Moscow, while for Manila we interact the height variable with
a male dummy variable. Figures 2 to 4 show that for Manila, there is stronger positive
association between scores and height for the male subsample, while Figure 5 shows that for
Moscow the positive association between grades and height is stronger for the female subsample.
8

(Figures 2 to 5)

Figures 2 to 5 also suggest that the relationship between scores/grade with height may not be
linear – in Manila, the marginal gain from being tall seems to decrease towards the right end of
the height distribution, while it seems to increase in Moscow. Thus, to capture the nonlinearity,
we also use as instrument the squared height, and/or the interaction of squared height with
gender.
To arrive at the final set of instruments, we first run IV probit regressions of the trust variables
on the various human capital measures using as instruments height, gender, interaction of height
and gender, squared height, interaction of squared height and gender, and various combinations
thereof, and then rule out instruments and combinations of instruments that yield an F-stat less
than 10 and are individually insignificant in the first-stage regressions.10
Recall the conceptual discussion in Section 2 on the likely exogeneity of height and gender to
(current) social/environmental conditions. Although there are no direct statistical tests for the
exogeneity of instruments, we provide some support to the arguments in Section 2 by the
regression results reported in Table 3, where it can be seen that while the instruments
significantly affect trust in simple regressions, they lose significance once we add the interaction
of the instrument with the human capital measure. This suggests that the effect of height/gender
on trust may be largely through human capital. In fact, in simple regressions of trust on the
interaction term alone, the latter is clearly significant.

(Table 3)

Furthermore, we perform tests of over-identification after the IV probit regressions in a few
cases where we have two instruments in the first-stage, and show that we cannot reject the null
hypothesis that both of these instruments are exogenous. (See Section 4.)

RESULTS
We present regression results on the effects of human capital on trust when (a) the endogeneity
of human capital is ignored, and when human capital is instrumented by height/gender via (b)
two-step IV probit regressions, and via (c) MLE. In both the Manila and Moscow samples, the
two-step IV probit estimation and MLE yield larger coefficients. This suggests that the causal
10

See, e.g., Angrist and Pischke (2009) on the use of F-stat>10 as convention, and of the need to look at individual p-values to
assess the strength of the instruments.
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effect of human capital on trust may be larger than the effect of institutions and other social and
environmental conditions.

Manila
Table 4 reports results of simple probit regressions of the trust variable on various human capital
measures in our Manila sample. (Such regressions thus ignore the endogeneity of the human
capital measures.)

(Table 4)

Note that while the total UPCAT scores (raw, formula, etc.) are all insignificant, the Math and
the Science components appear to significantly affect trust (but with Math scores being only
marginally significant at the 15% level). In particular, the Math z and t-scores have estimated
coefficients of about 0.18 and 0.018, respectively. Science scores appear to have a bigger effect
– with 0.25 for the z-score and 0.025 for the t-score, and 0.03 for the raw and formula scores.
When we instrument for the scores, the coefficients increase. Table 5 contains the results from
the two-step IV probit regressions, including the first-stage regressions. Using the height/gender
instruments, it can be seen that the total UPCAT scores are now significant, as well as all Math
and Science scores. More importantly, the significant coefficients are larger than those from
Table 4, with Math z and t-scores having estimated coefficients of 0.79 and 0.079, respectively.
Science z and t-scores now have a slightly smaller effect than Math z and t-scores, but compared
with their counterparts in Table 4, the coefficients are larger, with 0.68 and 0.068 for the Science
z and t-scores, respectively, and 0.09 and 0.07 for the raw and formula scores, respectively.

(Table 5)
The pattern is confirmed when we estimate by MLE – Table 6 shows that while the coefficients
are smaller than the two-step estimates from Table 5, they are still clearly larger than those from
Table 4, that is, when scores are not instrumented by height/gender.

(Table 6)

Moscow
For Moscow, we run the regressions for each of the variants of the trust variable on gpa_10. The
results are always the same for the trust_bin and trust3 variables, as the values of these variables
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after conversion from the ordered trust rank data are identical (since the average value of the
(ordered) trust rank value is 2.87).
Table 7 shows that without using instruments, gpa_10 significantly affects trust1 and trust2, but
not trustbin (and trust3) and trust 4. Specifically, a one-unit increase in gpa_10 has an estimated
coefficient of 0.12 when using trust1, and 0.08 when using trust2. That the coefficient is larger
when using trust1 than when using trust2 suggests that among the most trusting individuals (i.e.
for whom trust rank=5 and, hence trust1=1), the effect of trust is magnified, and as we include
less trusting individuals, the effect weakens.

(Table 7)

A similar trend is seen when we instrument for gpa_10. Table 8 shows that the estimated
coefficient of gpa_10 is about 1.2 when we evaluate being trusting as trust1, while when we
evaluate less strictly, i.e using trustbin/trust3, then the coefficient is only 0.9. (Note then that
while gpa_10 is insignificant for trust2 and trust4, it is now significant for trustbin/trust3.)

(Table 8)

More importantly, however, note that the significant coefficients are now larger than their
counterparts in Table 7. The same holds for the MLE results. Table 9 shows that while the
coefficients are smaller than those from the two-step regressions, they are still larger than those
from Table 7. That is, the estimated coefficient of gpa_10 is about 0.8 for the trust1 variant,
while it is about 0.7 for the trustbin/trust3 variant.

(Table 9)

When we use the original trust rank variable, Table 6 shows that the ordered probit regressions
(without instruments) yield slightly significant coefficient of 0.05, while the IV ordered probit
regression (see Table 6 and 7) yields insignificant but larger coefficient of about 0.13.

Human Capital vs. Institutions

Across Manila and Moscow, the general result that the IV probit and MLE yield larger effects of
human capital on trust seems consistent. Our human capital measures do appear endogenous –
results of all the Wald tests (reported in Tables 5, 6, 8, 9) show that we reject the null hypothesis
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that the explanatory variables (scores and gpa_10) are exogenous. Thus, the results from ‘naïve’
probit regressions in Table 4 (Manila) and 7 (Moscow) are likely biased.
Tables 10 compares the coefficients from the IV probit and the naïve probit regressions via the
Hausman test, and confirms that the IV probit coefficients are significantly higher than the probit
coefficients.

(Table 10)

One may argue, however, that the results from the IV probit regressions (and MLE) may also be
biased, that is, our instruments may also be endogenous. For Manila (see Table 5), we include
some results that use two instruments – the gender variable, and the interaction of gender and
height – even when the F-stat in their first-stage regressions are strictly less than 10. (Note,
though, that each of these instruments is individually significant in the first-stage regression.)
This is so we can conduct tests for over-identification and verify whether both instruments are
exogenous. Indeed, the tests indicate that they are.
While we cannot perform the same tests for Moscow, one can argue that height and gender may
also be exogenous, since they appear exogenous in the Manila sample. Recall also the discussion
in section 2, where at the most, height may be endogenous to prior social/environmental factors,
but not to current conditions. Lastly, Table 3 has shown that the effect of the height/gender
instrument disappears when we control for the interaction between human capital and the
height/gender instrument, which suggests that the effect of the instrument on trust may not be
direct but indirect, that is, largely through human capital.
Thus, our results suggest that without controlling for the endogeneity of human capital to
institutions (and other relevant social and environmental factors), the effect on trust is actually
understated – that is, the combined effect of institutions and other social and environmental
factors tends to depress the true effect of human capital on trust.

CONCLUSIONS
Analyzing survey data from students in Moscow and Manila and using height and gender as
instruments for test scores and grade-point averages, we generate evidence that show that an
individual’s human capital has a positive causal effect on her propensity to trust. Our results
further suggest that human capital might raise this propensity more than social and
environmental conditions could, including institutions. This seems especially plausible given that
both Moscow and Manila may have institutions that are not conducive to trust. However, the
similarity of institutions across these samples also makes our result less generalizable. We
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cannot distinguish whether the effect of institutions, ‘good’ or ‘bad’, intrinsically undermines the
effect of human capital on trust, or is it just because the particular institutions in Manila and
Moscow are poor in generating and cultivating trust. That is, are institutions and human capital
complements or substitutes in the production of trust and social capital? One would need to
verify our results across more socially heterogeneous samples.
Nevertheless, an important implication might be that an individual with high human capital who
migrates to a new area would have a higher probability of being trusting than a migrant with
lower human capital, despite the fact that the current institutions in the new place might not be
conducive to trust. That is, the adult migrant (whose biological traits are now exogenous) is
likely to bring her accumulated social capital. Of course, what happens thereafter cannot be
predicted by our model. Whether her level of trust further increases or decreases depends on the
interaction of the new institutions with her human capital, which we can only identify if we have
variable data on the particular institutions that affect trust.
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